Opting big hell for everyone in long term for evading elite’s small hell at now .
American and Russian are on a small boat called earth which now has begun to erupt
dangerous gas flamable .While they begin quarrel with neglecting coming big fire.
Horrific Methane Eruptions in East Siberian Sea.

2014/8/13,

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2014/08/horrific-methane-eruptions-in-east-siberian-sea.html
Now global leaders must emergently make honest and effective decision for policy on
deadly climate,or they might become separated to enemy and friend to play false flag
wars in the operation End-Game toward Global together Suicide.........2014/8/20
[１]：Why have they been conspiring false flag wars ??.,false is hiding truth !!
For correcting something fatal error,one must decide to lose established profit at now.
Unless they could accept the correction at now,something catastrophe would be
encountered due to the fatal error in long term.So long as the error would not have
revealed,they must hide the fatal error.Or they must make false flag wars to avert people’s
concern.As for what they could see before their eyes,they could manage to decide
countermeasure.While as for what they could not see before their eyes,that is,future,they
become rather hard to manage to decide countermeasure.As for future event,one must
imagine or calculate the realization possibility by collecting information and by using
something technology. This is nothing,but genuine ability to survive<a life is ability to
survive>.
[２]：They could not accept own small hell,but shall cause big everyone’s hell.
It is outrageously silly that a decisive fatal failure originated by the oil merchant had caused
decay toward mass extinction,however they could not accept the failure for the fixing,but
have been entirely hiding inconvenient fact by promoting massive false propaganda.
Climate Change Crisis the Final Problem<the worst hell scenario in the current trend>
http://www.777true.net/All-about-Climate-Hell-World_V1.pdf
For the time being,it would be negligible as minor disasters,however those would have
become extinction hell in the final stage.Suffer of people would grow steadily hereafter.
Global heating up would accelerate heat exchange between hottest and coldest zone,
which are sometime heat-wave,cold-wave,big flood,big drought and strong hurricane.
Those are awful and ugly climate hell world of famine,disease,and frequent disputes.
Causing desperate is the most sin. So above all,leader must try to save “hope”.

Climate Countermeasure<fundamental scenario>
⑴Emergent more than 80%CO2 reduction policy＝Promoting new energy technology
http://www.777true.net/Why-more-than-80percent-cut-and-the-Realizability-in-your-life.pdf
⑵Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering the global project.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
⑶Life assurance strategy
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME. pdf

⑴⑵：http://climateplan.blogspot.jp/
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[３]：USA right wing has been conspiring nuclear war ?!.How to intercept !!!
⑴Russia vs America.
In now world, there are two kind nations of USA following nations(WEST,Israel,Saudi,......)
and opponent nations(Russia,China,Iran,.....).Now USA the hegemony seeker has been
conspiring to exterminate nation with leaders who are against USA by false flag wars.
Only what America do is right,while other do wrong<American Exceptionalism>
U.S. STRATEGY PLAN CALLS FOR INSURING NO RIVALS DEVELOP

March 8, 1992

http://www.nytimes.com/1992/03/08/world/us-strategy-plan-calls-for-insuring-no-rivals-develop.html

This is nothing,but American Exceptionalism.

⑵Washington Has Placed The World On The Road To War — Paul Craig Roberts
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2014/08/14/washington-placed-world-road-war-paul-craig-roberts/

⑶OFFICIAL WARNING-US to hit RISSIA with FIRST STRIKE-PREPARE NOW
http://financearmageddon.blogspot.co.uk/2014/07/official-warning-u-s-to-hit-russia-with.html
To all peoples of the WORLD! Please be aware. AMERICA is about to Strike RUSSIA in a
FAST strike to begin WW3. This is an OFFICIAL WARNING, it is no joke. ALL HUMANS
must prepare. This is a MAJOR BULLETIN! ALL People on this Planet MUST cooperate
together immediately or the end of this Earth will be upon us. There is to be only a small
space of time. MANKIND MUST come together NOW. Stand together! Whatever Nation.
America MUST reach out to Russians and all people. Wake up NOW!
⑷Russia began military drill near border of Ukraine<2014/4/25,in Japanese>.
http://jp.reuters.com/article/topNews/idJPKBN0DA1BD20140424
⑸Russian official believes U.S. to hit RUSSIA with first strike nuclear attack
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2014/07/30/russian-official-believes-u-s-to-hit-rus
sia-with-first-strike-nuclear-attack/
⑹Russia Admits WW3 Is Coming! ‘There Is A War Coming In Europe
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2014/07/30/russia-admits-ww3-is-coming-there-is-a-w
ar-coming-in-europe/
⑺“Support MH17 Truth”: OSCE Monitors Identify “Shrapnel and Machine Gun-Like
Holes” indicating Shelling. No Evidence of a Missile Attack. Shot Down by a Military
Aircraft?
http://www.globalresearch.ca/support-mh17-truth-osce-monitors-identify-shrapnellike-holes-indicating-shelling-no-firm-evidence-of-a-missile-attack/5394324
There is no time,but at this time when WEST media together evidently becomes liars.
Children brought up in rich home become authority(rich daddy)follower in WEST.
⑻Deadly trouble in America could not be fixed by the journalism,but by engineering.
Throughly accurate diagnosis without any hesitating and something invention toward cure
are necessary.American can not perceive own insanity<American Exceptionalism>due to
nobody can warn it.Their excess doing had not faced no stopping power,but except
climate change reality.

[４]： American War Crimes Must Be Denounced by the World
⑴U.S. STRATEGY PLAN CALLS FOR INSURING NO RIVALS DEVELOP March 8, 1992
http://www.nytimes.com/1992/03/08/world/us-strategy-plan-calls-for-insuring-no-rivals-develop.html

This is entirely crazy plan which will not permit being foreign ability more than that of USA
＝American Exceptionalism.This is an evident indication of insane of American tycoon the
ultra-egocentricism.Logical truth is invariant for everyone,while they claim only for USA.
This is nothing,but God-less challenging against decent order of the world.
⑵Jewish Iranian MP: Israeli War Crimes Must Be Denounced by the World, 8/15,’14
http://www.globalresearch.ca/jewish-iranian-mp-israeli-war-crimes-must-be-denoun
ced-by-the-world/5396149
Similarly,American War Crimes Must emergently Be Denounced by the World
⑶Who could make strategetic plan and command in the rouge state USA.
Following list are incomplete quotation from many books and web information.
The boss:David Rockefeller
Chief sub:Zbigniew Brzeziński(CFR),
Chief sub:Paul D. Wolfowitz(Pentagon)
Chief sub:Dick Cheney(Pentagon,military industry),
Chief sub:Donald Rumsfeld(military industry),
.Following are economists.
Paul Volcker(finance),Timothy Geithner,“Ben” Bernanke(finance),Sunford Wile<city group>
Milton Freedman<economist>
Following are think tanks plotting evils.
RAND Corporation

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAND_Corporation

CSIS

http://csis.org/

Hudson Institute

http://www.hudson.org/

Heritage Foundation

http://www.heritage.org/

The Brookings Institution

http://www.brookings.edu/

NGO Think Tanks in USA.

http://www.spc.jst.go.jp/link/under/list_usa.html

Government Organization
CIA:conspiracy engineering institution of the government,however especially Rockefeller is
told to donate private fund.CIA is GO and also private institution of Rockefeller.
CIA is told to make own fund by hidden narco dealing from long past.
NSA:

Following are the military industry complex in USA.
The 25 Biggest Defense Companies In America,MAR. 13, 2012
http://www.businessinsider.com/top-25-us-defense-companies-2012-2?op=1
http://www.sipri.org/research/armaments/production/Top100
Lockheed Martin the inside of weapon giant Corporation
http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/satin/53923018.html
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-new-military-industrial-complex/5370444
The New Military-Industrial Complex February 24, 2014
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-new-military-industrial-complex/5370444
According to US historian and researcher William F. Engdahl’s new book, “Full Spectrum
Dominance,” as the “Soviet Union dissolved into chaos” a new Military-Industrial Complex
(MIC) was put together with two major components: the American Security Council
(ASC) and the Big Three Weapons makers – Lockheed Martin Corporation, Boeing
Corporation, and Raytheon Corporation.
The American Security Council is “one of the least known and most influential organizations
to formulate policy initiatives for the MIC.

[５]：How many people has been being suffered by their long years imperial ruling !!!.
<<Historical example of insanely events by USA the NAZIS reincarnated nation>>
Now domestic USA is separated to NAZIS group and the opposers(liberal group).
American right wings used to tell something doubtful of anti-Iluminaty,however their genuine
enemy is the emperor Rockefeller Family.America has been an illusional nation of prosperity
which is possible by hidden,but massive exploitation of wealth from foreign nations.
This could be understood by looking actual history of foreign relations after the war.
In domestic,they sings liberty,justice and prosperity in USA,while in abroad,they has been
killer robbers<American Exceptionalism>. At first ,American must recognize those own
insanity which has been causing the world long years massive misery. The essential
function of pleasure in American prosperity than other nations is to hide those criminal and
insanity in abroad..
⑴American Capitalism supported establishing NAZIS government the German
Eugenics toward Jew Massacre operation
http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html

⑵Secret importing NAZIS officer and engineer after the war(operation Paper Clip)
and establishing military industry-CIA complex in USA.
http://www.operationpaperclip.info/
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%9A%E3%83%BC%E3%83%91%E3%83%BC%E3%82%A
F%E3%83%AA%E3%83%83%E3%83%97%E4%BD%9C%E6%88%A6

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/a6fhc600.html
⑶The Cold War and anti-communism regime with red purge.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-communism
http://sakura.canvas.ne.jp/spr/h-minami/note-reisen.htm
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%B5%A4%E7%8B%A9%E3%82%8A
⑷Establishing CIA cooperating network and ruling by operating puppet government
in Japan after the war
http://iiyama16.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-7003.html
⑸USA Imperial ruling in Latin America(operation Condor).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Condor
http://bcndoujimaru.web.fc2.com/fact-fiction/re-CIA_contra_Americalatina.html
⑹Vietnam War.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vietnam_War
http://www.geocities.co.jp/WallStreet/6063/vietnum.htm
⑺End of the cold war and the illegal invasion wars against Middle East Nations by
setting the own job terror 9/11 in Bush administration era.
http://www.wanttoknow.info/911/9-11-timeline
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/total_truth_sciences/DV8UGXXcwJU
⑻The Worst Terror Nation on Climate Environment＝the most CO2 accumulating
nation with no joining Kyoto Protocol.
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2009/06/01/204179/us-responsible-for-29-of-carbon-dioxide
-emissions-over-past-150-years-triple-chinas-share/
http://pdf.wri.org/navigating_numbers_chapter6.pdf
http://www.worldwatch.org/node/144
⑼2008 Lehmann Bankruptcy and the most debt nation in the world.
http://grandfather-economic-report.com/debt-summary-table.htm

⑽Patriot law and Police-statenization.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-w-whitehead/life-in-the-emerging-amer_b_4519241.html

http://www.policestateusa.com/
⑾the most evil conspiracy engineering in CIA R&D.
Drone the remote control military tech.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Army_and_CIA_interrogation_manuals
http://www.prisonplanet.com/mind-control-research-and-freedom.html
http://www.jca.apc.org/~kmasuoka/places/zmag061218a.html
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E7%84%A1%E4%BA%BA%E8%88%AA%E7%A9%BA%E6%A9%9F
⑿Overthrowned Allende socialist government in Chile and Dissident genocide
regime by Pinochetto the US puppet.
http://www.isreview.org/issues/06/chile.shtml
http://www.kobemantoman.jp/sub/158.html
http://eigokiji.cocolog-nifty.com/blog/2013/03/post-4346.html
http://blog.goo.ne.jp/nvno/e/ee28bf6ce305f35665f9a2c8a4d01ed4
⒀Earthquake attacking to Japan in Government of Japan socialist party(1995) and
the Democrat one(2011). Earthquake weapon attacking on Haiti(2010).
http://kaleido11.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-1129.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_85_sLOHWY
http://www.infowars.com/chavez-and-the-russian-fleet-u-s-used-earthquake-weaponon-haiti/
3/11 was Japan’s 9/11. It’s all documented folks
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/07/05/311-was-japans-911-its-all-documented-folks/
http://antimatrix.org/Convert/Books/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack.html

http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/beautyhappinesshide/61275804.html
http://www.h2.dion.ne.jp/~apo.2012/library512.html
http://matome.naver.jp/odai/2129992326446738801
⒁Aum cult terrorism 1995 and Islamic extremist al-Qaeda terrorism 2001/9/11
Summary of Aum cult terrorism
http://www15.ocn.ne.jp/~oyakodon/kok_website/fireworks4/main_pages_sub/OUMUNOSEI
RISEITON_YOUYAKUHEN.HTM

Public security police had already known plan of secret puppet cult Aum’s Sarin Gas attack
before the event.Similarly Bush government had known 9//11 attack before the event.
http://page.freett.com/postx/aum/tati_noda.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tokyo_subway_sarin_attack
http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/documented_briefings/2005/RAND_DB458.pdf

[６]：Origin of the Madness<＝American Exceptionalism>.
<Once making mistakes in philosophy would have caused this world chaos> .
9/11 is recent years the most conspiracy(own playing terror) by Bush administration in
USA.Bush family is famous for being member of powerful secret society the Skull and
Bonds. Their fundamental ideology is due to that of Hegel in feudalism Preussen Germany.
Following are authors summary for their ideology of fascism ruling.
“Nation and People are those who should be exploited by nobility supremacy hereditary
(monarchy).Perpetual war strategy by setting enemy in order to accomplish hegemony
winning”.These two thesis well agree with actuality in USA bureaucracy and corporatism.
(the military industry complex(MIC) the reincarnated NAZIS, which was warned by
Eisenhower(1991)).In 1993,JFK(anti-MIC,CIA)was assassinated by CIA-MIC,of which fact
has been hiding by bureaucracy the fascism machine.The most notable fact in USA is
nothing effective justice implementation,but the speech and writing are busy and free. It is
so to say a theater nation directed and played by CIA scenario with the fascism machine.
of ultra egocentricism<American Exceptionalism>

HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM

THE CULT OF STATE POWER

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL
"In civilized nations, true bravery consists in the readiness to give oneself wholly to the
service of the State so that the individual counts but as one among many. Not personal
valor alone is significant; the important aspect lies in self-subordination to the universal
cause."
"A single person, it hardly needs saying, is something subordinate, and as such he must
dedicate himself to the ethical whole [this whole being the Nation]."

THE GOOD OF WAR
"War has the deep meaning that by it the ethical health of nations is preserved and their
finite aims uprooted. And as the winds which sweep over the ocean prevent decay that
would result from its perpetual calm, so war protects the people from the corruption
which an everlasting peace would bring upon it.

History shows phases which illustrate

how successful wars have checked internal unrest and have strengthened the entire stability
of the State.

Not only do nations issue forth invigorated from their wars, but those nations

torn by internal strife, win peace at home as a result of war abroad."

[７]：Russia(Putin) and America(Rockefeller) are together big oil merchants who have
been destructing the world for temporal pleasure unrighteousness.In fact,they might
have been secret lovers toward double suicide by mutual hitting nukes ??.
⑴A fairy tale? in hell(Russia).
Little girl, aged 3, and her puppy survive 11 days lost in Siberian woods 15.08.2014
http://english.pravda.ru/society/stories/15-08-2014/128289-little_girl_puppy_lost_woods-0/
Rescuers believe that the girl was able to stay warm at night owing to her puppy that was sleeping next to
her. During the time that she spent in the woods, the girl was eating blueberries, currants and cranberries.

Even lonely 3 years little girl with puppy could have will and ability to survive for 11 days
long in very severe environment.It is surprising !.We must recognize something from this !!.
⑵A hell tale in heaven? (Africa,America,Russia at that time).
Let’s listen revelation musics.We must recognize something from these !!.
Save the children in album What's going on by Marvin Gaye USA(1971).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IB9-QrLOWag
Poem"Vers la Flamme(Toward the Flame,1914)" by Alexander Nikolayevich Scriabin
http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

⑶American and Russian together were excellent teachers for author’s works.
This is a coming funeral address by author toward American and Russian.
Engineer is best in American,while Mathematical Physicist is best in Russian.This is authors
opinion.In his 20s age,once he had experienced engineer in USA Co Hewlett Packard in
Japan.They might be best electronic instrument & computer maker,but worst as military
industry complex of anticommunism machine suppressing him,but now supporting him by
internet invention.

In 10s age,author was strongly absorbed in elementary books on quantum physics world
written by Russian American G.Gamow and Vladimir Romanovich Kele(USSR).In end of 30s,he
happened to concern with establishing Quantum Gravitational Dynamics,which was work
for unifying theory of{R.Utiyama(1956):General Guage Field Theory including the Principle
of Equivalence on Gravity Field by A.Einstein(1907)} and {L.D.Faddeev &V.N.Popov:Phys
Lett,25 B(1967),29}(Quantization of Guage Field).The former is Japanese,the latter are
Russians..Einstein,Utiyama,Faddeev & Popov are substantial creators of the theory.
Authors work was to employ linear coordinate,but not non-linear one.Only by the repair of
one place, the spectacular dynamics device had started-up to reveal marvelous facts.
http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf
This work proved agreement with the theory and the reality of elementary particle in matter
evolution which is creation process of this universe.

